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(TGR) as a linkage between terrestrial and aquatic systems. In particular, the reducing ca-
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pacities of soil DOM influence the geochemistry of contaminants such as mercury (Hg).
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However, few studies have investigated the molecular information of soil DOM and its
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relationship with relevant geochemical reactivities, including redox properties. We collected
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samples from eight sites in the TGR areas and studied the link between the molecular
characteristics of DOM and their electron donation capacities (EDCs) toward Hg(II). The
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average kinetic rate and EDC of soil DOM in TGR areas were (0.004 ± 0.001) hr1 and
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(2.88 ± 1.39) nmol e/mg DOMbulk, respectively. Results suggest that higher EDCs and rela-

Reducing capacity

tively rapid kinetics were related to the greater electron donating components of lignin-

Three Gorges Reservoir

derived and perhaps pyrogenic DOM, which are the aromatic constituents that influenced

Pyrolysis

the reducing capacities of DOM in the present study. Molecular details revealed that even the

Natural organic matter

typical autochthonous markers are important for the EDCs of DOM as well, in contrast to

Mercury

what is generally assumed. More studies identifying specific DOM molecular components
involved in the abiotic reduction of Hg(II) are required to further understand the relations
between DOM sources and their redox roles in the environmental fate of contaminants.
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Introduction
As an important fraction of natural organic matter (NOM),
dissolved organic matter (DOM) is a complex mixture of
autochthonous (formed in the aquatic environment as a result
of primary production) and allochthonous (formed in the
terrestrial environment such as soils) sources. Generally,
autochthonous and allochthonous soil DOM relate to microbiological (e.g., microbially-derived products) and vascular
plant residues (e.g., lignin), respectively, but the presence of
microbial biomass in soils, which is a source of DOM, creates
ambiguity (here we will consider terrestrial microbial-DOM as
autochthonous). Even though the qualities of DOM (i.e.,
compositional properties), and especially its functional group
characteristics, such as phenol, quinone, and thiol groups
(Aiken et al., 2011; Bolan et al., 2011; Lv et al., 2016, 2018), are
known to control its biogeochemical reactivity in the environment (Aiken et al., 2011; Weishaar et al., 2003; Westerhoff
et al., 1999), DOM is challenging to characterize on the molecular level, and much uncertainty exists regarding specific
DOM components’ role in the fates of numerous substances,
including environmentally toxic compounds (e.g., arsenic (As)
or mercury (Hg)). The redox properties of DOM, especially its
electron transfer capacity, play a vital role in natural systems
(Macalady and Walton-Day, 2011; Sposito, 2011). Previous
studies have investigated the relationships between DOM
properties and electron donation capacities (EDCs), and
quinone and phenol moieties are recognized as the main
components controlling the EDCs of NOM in general
(Aeschbacher et al., 2010, 2012; Lv et al., 2018; Macalady and
Walton-Day, 2011; Matthiessen, 1994; Sharpless et al., 2014;
Sposito, 2011). In particular, the EDCs of DOM play an important role in Hg(II) non-photo-induced reduction (Alberts et al.,
1974; Allard and Arsenie, 1991; Gu et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2015;
Zheng et al., 2012). Hg(II) reduction by NOM is mainly
controlled by two factors, including (1) Hg species formed by
binding with weak (e.g., O/N containing groups to form
Hg(OR)2 or SRHgOR) and strong sites (e.g., S-containing groups
to form Hg(SR)2) of NOM; and (2) electron donation moieties of
NOM (Zheng and Hintelmann, 2010; Zheng et al., 2012; Jiang
et al., 2015). In highly Hg-contaminated areas, the Hg (0) production driven by organic matter is more obvious (Zhu et al.,
2018).
Soils in the water level fluctuation zone of the Three Gorges
Reservoir (TGR) are located at the transition area between
aquatic and intensely used agricultural and urban terrestrial
environments (Bao et al., 2015). The biogeochemical activity of
the DOM in these soils (also referred to as soil DOM) is of major
interest for public health issues because of contaminant
mobility, and also carbon cycling. As such, soil DOM is an
essential linkage between terrestrial and aquatic systems
(Bolan et al., 2011). In a recent paper, we applied diverse
methods for DOM characterization on a series of samples
from the TGR area (Jiang et al., 2017a). Analytical pyrolysis
data, i.e., pyrolysis-GC-MS (Py-GC-MS) and thermally assisted
hydrolysis and methylation (THM-GC-MS), were compared to
data from infrared spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy,
and elemental analysis, showing the complementarity and
drawbacks (e.g., secondary rearrangements such as
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aromatization and decarboxylation for Py-GC-MS, and inefficient hydrolysis of polysaccharides in strongly alkaline conditions during THM) of the methods for elucidating DOM
sources. In that paper, we focused on comparisons based on
the general categories of pyrolysis and THM products, using
sums of products, e.g. polysaccharides, lignin, and protein,
and found that the molecular fingerprints helped explain the
differences in soil DOM properties, e.g., that the terrestrial
DOM was a mixture of aliphatic and polyphenolic moieties.
However, the molecular information was not studied in relation to DOM's geochemical reactivities, such as EDCs.
In this study, we extend and examine the details of the soil
DOM molecular information from the TGR areas, including
individual compounds, compound ratios, and partial least
squares regression (PLS-R). We compared the molecular fingerprints of soil DOM samples and their reducing capacities
(EDCs and kinetic reaction constant k) for Hg abiotic reduction
in dark conditions. We hypothesized that the molecular information would provide more comprehensive clues to predict the redox capacity of DOM from the TGR area, by
establishing the linkage between the specific components of
DOM, on the molecular level, and their EDCs. Therefore, the
results from this study could contribute to improved understanding of the molecular background of the reducing properties of DOM, not only in the soil environment but also in the
adjacent aquatic environment to which soil DOM is hydrologically connected.

1.

Materials and methods

The study area was located at the water level fluctuation zone
of the Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR). Nowadays, TGR is the
largest hydroelectric reservoir in the world, and the areas
influenced by “dry-wet” alternations are also the largest
water-level fluctuation zones. Eight sampling sites: Fulin (FL),
Shibaozhai (SB) and Tujing (TJ) in Zhong xian, Kaixian (KX),
Yunyang (YY), Fengjie (FJ), Wangzhou (WZ) and Fengdu (FD)
along the Yangtze River of TGR area were selected (Fig. 1). Five
samples were collected and mixed as one sample at each
location in July 2014. For DOM extraction, air-dried soil samples were passed through a 2 mm mesh followed by Milli-Q®
water extraction (soil/water ratio 1:10, m/V) for 16 hr in a
horizontal shaking device (at room temperature and in the
dark). The suspension was collected and filtered through
0.45 mm cellulose acetate membranes to obtain the soil DOM
samples for further concentration and freeze-drying. More
details related to the study area, sampling methodology, and
analytical procedures are described in Jiang et al. (2017a).
Regarding potential interference by inorganic components
(e.g., iron) in this study, the solid DOM samples were further
purified by hydrofluoric acid (HF) demineralization as a
method to remove the ash, although HF might affect the DOM
structures, few of which have been reported. After the treatment, the carbon percentages (%) of bulk DOM samples were
in the range of 20.6%e45.8% (average (32.4 ± 7.4)%).
Using continuous purging systems (Jiang et al., 2015; Zhu
et al., 2018), the reducing capacity of TGR soil DOM samples
for Hg(II) (as Hg(NO3)2) (EMD Millipore®, Certipur® grade) was
determined at room temperature (21 ± 1) C with a high Hg/
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Fig. 1 e Sampling sites ( ) of the Three Gorges Reservoir soil dissolved organic matter. Samples from eight sites were
included: Fulin (FL), Shibaozhai (SB) and Tujing (TJ) in Zhong xian, Kaixian (KX), Yunyang (YY), Fengjie (FJ), Wangzhou (WZ)
and Fengdu (FD).

dissolved organic carbon mass ratio of 3000 mg/g (Hg(II)/DOC).
This high ratio suggests the over-saturation of Hg with thiol
groups (i.e., strong binding for Hg(II)). As a result, the Hg species (i.e., complexed structures with O/N and S functional
groups) could not be the limiting factor influencing the kinetic
reduction processes. Instead, the kinetics is mainly related to
the electron donation capacities of DOM.
Regarding the soil dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentrations in TGR areas based on our previous experience,
various soil DOC concentrations were examined in this study
ranging from 9.8 to 21.9 mg/mL (average (15.5 ± 3.6) mg/L) to
mimic real conditions. Thus, different amounts of Hg(II)
(2.1e4.6 mg) in the form of Hg(NO3)2 were correspondingly
added into a 120 mL reactor system (reactor working volume
70 mL) to reach a constant Hg/DOC mass ratio of 3000 mg/g for
all treatments. Kinetic experiments were conducted for
72 hr, and Hg (0) was measured at the time intervals 10 min,
30 min, 2 hr, 6 hr, 24 hr, 48 hr, and 72 hr. Briefly, Hg (0) produced by reduction was purged (0.2 L/min) by high-purity N2
(AGA®, 99.999%) into a system containing cysteine solution
(0.1%, W/V) for purification, and then trapped by KMnO4 solution (0.2% (W/V) KMnO4 in 4% (V/V) H2SO4). Excess KMnO4
was reduced with dropwise addition of hydroxylamine hydrochloride (20%, W/V) until the red-purple color had disappeared. Total Hg in the trapped solution was measured by
a SnCl2 reduction-cold vapor atomic absorption spectrometry (CVAAS) method using a CA-205 instrument (Shanghai

Jingmi Instrument, China). Experiments were conducted
with at least three replicates. The experiments were performed in the dark (by covering with aluminum foil) to avoid
light interference. Control experiments with Hg(II) alone, i.e.,
without DOM, were used for correction of the final Hg (0)
production. As the DOM-containing solutions had a rather
narrow pH range (6.7e7.5), we did not adjust the pH. Instead,
we kept the initial pH to reflect the ambient status of DOM.
The mass balance of the experimental system was
(96.14 ± 0.71)% (<0.8% uncertainty), and the method's detection limit was 3 ng/L for Hg. The statistical analyses were
carried out in OriginPro® 2015, Tanagra and the R package for
statistical computing.
The Py-GC-MS and THM-GC-MS methods and detailed results are referred and described in Jiang et al. (2017a) Briefly,
soil DOM powders were loaded into fire-polished quartz tubes
and pyrolyzed at 650 C using a Pyroprobe 5000 (CDS Analytical, Inc., USA). For THM-GC-MS, before the thermal pulse, an
aliquot of 25% tetramethylammonium hydroxide (aqueous
TMAH; Sigma, USA) was added. The main peaks in the pyrolysis and THM chromatograms were denoted and semiquantified based on the main m/z ions (relative proportions
expressed as % of total quantified peak area, TQPA). These %
data were used for data evaluation (linear correlation analysis), or as input data for partial least squares regression
analysis (PLS-R) using the parameters of Hg(II) reduction as
the target variables.
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2.

Results and discussion

2.1.
DOM

Determination of the reducing capacity of TGR soil

Figure 2 shows the Hg(II) reduction kinetics for the TGR soil
DOM samples and the average trend. Two kinetic phases can
be observed, i.e., rapid (0e12 hr) and slow (12e72 hr). For most
samples, the Hg(II) reduction mainly occurred during the rapid
phase. Because DOM concentrations were in surplus relative
to the Hg(II) concentrations in this study, the kinetics was
simply assumed to follow a pseudo first-order reaction:
½Hgð0Þ=½HgðIIÞ0 ¼ 1  expð  k  tÞ
where, k (hr-1) is the kinetic rate constant, [Hg (0)] and [Hg(II)]0
are the product formed by reduction at time t and the initial
Hg concentration in the system solution, respectively. In
general (72 hr period), k ranged from 0.0027 to 0.0066 hr1
((0.004 ± 0.001) hr1). After dividing the whole period into two
stages, k1 and k2 were (0.012 ± 0.003) hr1 and (0.003 ± 0.002)
hr1 for the rapid and slow phases, respectively. The average
kinetic reaction rates of Hg(II) reduction by the TGR soil DOM
were (0.004 ± 0.001) hr1 for k, (0.012 ± 0.003) hr1 for k1, and
(0.003 ± 0.002) hr1 for k2, respectively, which were of a similar
order of magnitude compared to reported k values accounting
for Hg complexation with NOM involving the weak (e.g., O/N
containing groups) and partially strong (e.g., thiol) sites, in the
form RSHgOR (Zheng and Hintelmann, 2010; Zheng et al.,
2012; Jiang et al., 2015). Samples KX and YY showed higher

Fig. 2 e Kinetics of Hg(II) abiotic reduction (in the dark) at
mercury/dissolved organic carbon mass ratio of 3000 mg/g.
Hg (0) production is the amount of reduced Hg(II) divided by
initial Hg(II) amount as shown in percentage. Green solid
triangles represent the average kinetic data of the Three
Gorges Reservoir soil dissolved organic matter samples.
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total Hg (0) formation, which is mostly associated with the
slow (k2) reaction with stronger sites (Fig. 2).
The electron donation capacity (EDC) of soil DOM without
any pre-reduction treatment was defined as the native
reducing capacity of DOM (Peretyazhko and Sposito, 2006).
Based on the final production of Hg (0) at 72 hr, EDCs were
calculated by the electrons transferred from Hg(II) to Hg (0)
after bulk DOM-normalization (per mg DOM), relative to the
bulk DOM mass. In this study, EDCs ranged from 1.66 to
5.98 nmol e/mg DOMbulk with the average value of
(2.88 ± 1.39) nmol e/mg DOMbulk. PLS analysis showed that
94.5% of the variation in EDCs was attributable to k1 (r ¼ 0.86,
p < 0.01), with much lower contributions from k2. Thus, the
significant correlations between EDCs and kinetic constants
(r ¼ 0.80, p < 0.01) point towards the influence of DOM properties on reduction kinetics, which is the foundation of the
following discussion on the relations between DOM characteristics and EDCs on the molecular level. Additionally, it
should be noted that the soil DOM solutions used were based
on similar concentrations to those in TGR soils for each
sampling site, without any further manipulation such as
dilution or pH adjustment. The EDC calculated in this study is
a parameter of the ambient reducing capacity (Jiang et al.,
2019), which relatively reflects the electron donation potential of DOM in a specific condition as in the real environment.

2.2.

Summary of analytical pyrolysis data

Py-GC-MS and THM-GC-MS product lists, relative proportions
(% TQPA), and results of the PLS are shown in Appendix A
Tables S1 and S2. For Py-GC-MS, the main compound classes
are polysaccharides (furans, pyrans, etc.), methylene chain
compounds (MCC; alkanes, alkenes, methylketones, longchain alkylamides, pristine), phenols, lignin markers (guaiacols, syringol, 4-vinylphenol), N-containing biopolymers
(pyrroles, indoles, cyanobenzenes, etc., mostly from proteinderived DOM, but also acetamidofurans from chitin) (for the
details on compound individuals or class abundances by pyrolysis, see Jiang et al., 2017a). The relationship between EDC
and soil DOM molecular composition is the main focus of this
study. Thus, for the convenience of later discussion, we
merely did a summary of the pyrolysis results here.
The MCC (detected mostly as fatty acid methyl esters
(FAMEs), and derivatized alkylamides) and a wide array of
products of polyphenols (lignin, tannin) dominated the THMGC-MS chromatograms of all samples. However, N-containing
products and carbohydrate products were detected as well. In
terms of the polyphenol product interpretations used below,
some assumptions need to be discussed. Firstly, the benzene
carboxylic acids (BnCA, with n methylated carboxylic groups)
may originate from oxidized lignin (Martı́n et al., 1995), but
also other sources of DOM such as oxidized pyrogenic DOM
(Kaal and Filley, 2016). Secondly, the dimethoxybenzenes and
1,2,3-trimethoxybenzenes can originate from guaiacyl and
syringyl moieties in lignin, respective, but also catechol or
pyrogallol structures in tannins. In sample WZ, BnCA exceeds
the proportion of all methoxyaromatic products by approximately a factor of 7, whereas in FD, KX, and YY, the methoxyphenolic products are at least twice as abundant as the BnCA,
indicating large differences in the DOM's aromatic component
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fingerprints. Thirdly, the 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzenes are less
ambiguous products of tannin (Nierop et al., 2005). The
absence of catechol/pyrogallol after Py-GC-MS and the low
levels of these 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzenes after THM-GC-MS
suggest that most of the di- and trimethoxybenzenes are
associated with lignin (cf. Chiavari and Galletti, 1992).
Assuming a dominant lignin origin of 3,4-dimethoxybenzoic
acid ME (G6) and 3,4-dimethoxybenzaldehyde (G4), the THM
fingerprint of the guaiacyl lignin indicates a high degree of
oxidation: the G6/G4 acid/aldehyde index ranges between 2
(WZ) and 15 (KX). For the carbohydrate fingerprint, it is crucial
to note that whereas conventional pyrolysis generates products from any polysaccharide, the THM reaction is inefficient
for structural polysaccharides such as cellulose, causing an
underestimation of carbohydrates in general and polymeric
ones in particular (Fabbri and Helleur, 1999), and a bias towards low molecular weight carbohydrates and carbohydrates in ferulates (Estournel-Pelardy et al., 2011).

2.3.
Relationships between EDCs, kinetic rate, and DOM
composition
2.3.1.

Linear correlation: compound groups

Linear correlation analysis between the parameters of Hg(II)
reduction (EDCs and k) and the Py-GC-MS and THM-GC-MS
product groups reveals strong correlations between the sum
of lignin products from Py-GC-MS and k (r2 ¼ 0.94, p < 0.001)
and, to a smaller extent, EDCs (r2 ¼ 0.57, p < 0.05) (Fig. 3a and
b). None of the other classes of compounds is significantly
correlated with k or EDCs. For THM-GC-MS, the sum of polyphenolic products (lignin, tannin) is correlated with the k
value as well (Fig. 3c; r2 ¼ 0.80, p < 0.01), which is consistent
with the Py-GC-MS data. For THM-GC-MS, a weak positive
correlation with k is found for the sum of carbohydrates
(r2 ¼ 0.55, p < 0.05) (Fig. 3d) and a negative one with the sum of
FAMEs (r2 ¼ 0.68, p < 0.05) (Fig. 3e). Therefore, even though the
number of samples is limited (n ¼ 8), the relation for k and
lignin, especially, is indicative of a strong (but not necessarily
causal) relationship that is worthy of exploring in more detail.

2.3.2.

Linear correlation: individual products

For Py-GC-MS, EDC shows significant correlations with
several carbohydrate products (furans), guaiacol and 4vinylguaiacol, and with the sum of guaiacyl lignin products
(G lignin) (Appendix A Supplementary Data). This suggests
that EDC is relatively high when G lignin and an unspecified
carbohydrate component are abundant. For THM-GC-MS,
strong correlations are found for the BnCAs with four
methylated carboxylic groups (B4CA) and a dimethoxy-B2CA
(up to r ¼ 0.96, p < 0.001), suggesting that heavily oxidized
lignin-derived or pyrogenic DOM raised the EDC levels.
Among the other THM products, only the guaiacol products
G4, G6, and G18 (and the sum of G lignin products) are
correlated significantly with EDC (r > 0.7, p < 0.05). Notably,
the strong correlation with G18 (ferulic acid methyl ester;
r ¼ 0.94, p < 0.001) may suggest that intact lignin-like phenolics in ferulates interact preferentially with the Hg(II),
although the indirect effects of large proportions of DOM
from non-woody herbaceous lignin (Del Rı́o et al., 2007),
which are prolific for such compounds, cannot be discarded.

For the k value of the whole kinetic period, the correlations
with the pyrolytic proxies tend to be stronger than for EDCs.
For Py-GC-MS, positive correlations are found for guaiacol, 4vinylguaiacol, 4-acetylguaiacol and 4-vinylphenol, several
furans, indole, and methylindole. Negative correlations are
found for alkanes and alkenes. These results suggest that k is
positively influenced not only by the abundance of lignin but
also by the contributions derived from microbial protein and
carbohydrates resulting in Hg(II) reduction. Furthermore,
using THM-GC-MS, the B4CAs and a series of methylated
metasaccharinic acids (from polysaccharides), proline methyl
ester (protein), and the lignin products G4, G6, 3,4dimethoxybenzeneacetic acid methyl ester, G18, P18, and S6
were positively correlated to k, and many FAMEs were negatively correlated to k. The results of Py-GC-MS and THM-GCMS are in agreement and suggest that lignin and microbial
material (polysaccharides and protein) both influence Hg(II)
reduction kinetics. The traces of four identified markers of
relatively intact lignin (G14/G15, S14/S15) (Filley et al., 1999),
which were specifically searched for in partial ion chromatograms, are also correlated to k (p < 0.05). These results suggest
that moieties that reflect intact lignin building blocks (with
fully functionalized propanoid side-chains) may be involved
in Hg(II) reduction. These observations suggest that the longchain aliphatic moieties do not contribute to the reducing
capacity of DOM, and therefore their proportion has a negative
relation with k and EDC.
Finally, the correlation analysis of pyrolysis markers for k1
and k2 showed some interesting differences that are worth
highlighting. For THM-GC-MS, most of the correlations are
significant only for the k2 constants, including those of most of
the lignin and the carbohydrate products, but not for those of
derivatized G18 and B4CA, which show significant correlations with k1 only. This may imply that ferulic acid (ligninderived) and benzenepolycarboxylic acids (possibly pyrogenic)
react with the Hg(II) relatively rapidly.

2.3.3.

PLS-R analysis

The second way to explore these links was by employing PLSR using EDC or k as the target variable, and the Py-GC-MS or
THM-GC-MS results as the input data matrix (% of all compounds). It was found that two-component models accounted
for >95% of the variance in k and EDC for both pyrolysis
methods. In most cases, the first component (C1) explains
more than 75% of the variance. The results can be summarized using the Vector Ph values for these two components
(Figs. 4 and 5). For all analysis details see Appendix A Sections
S1 and S2.
The PLS-R model for k based on Py-GC-MS data shows
positive loadings on C1 (82%) for lignin products, carbohydrate
products, and a series of N-containing products (Fig. 4a).
Negative loadings are found for other carbohydrate products
and aliphatic products (MCC). For C2 (14%), negative loadings
are found for most MCC. Since EDC and k are significantly
correlated (r ¼ 0.80, p < 0.01), the PLS-R results for EDC show
some similarities (Fig. 4b). Again, the strongest positive associations for C1 (76%) are for N-compounds, lignin products,
and carbohydrate products.
For THM-GC-MS, the PLS-R results for k values also show
positive associations for lignin products, carbohydrate
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Fig. 3 e Correlations between general classes of compounds from pyrolysis and the parameters of mercury reduction
kinetics. Samples from eight sites were included: Fulin (FL), Shibaozhai (SB) and Tujing (TJ) in Zhong xian, Kaixian (KX),
Yunyang (YY), Fengjie (FJ), Wangzhou (WZ) and Fengdu (FD).

products, B4CA, and products of intact protein (proline and
alanine methyl esters) (Fig. 5a). The alkylpyrroles show negative loadings on C1 (85%) and positive loadings on C2 (11%).
Furthermore, negative associations on C1 and C2 are observed
for the FAMEs and some of the other BCAs. Among the products
with positive loadings on C1, a clear distinction can be made for
those that also have positive loadings on C2 (B4CA and some

guaiacyl lignin products) and those that have negative loadings
on C2 (carbohydrates, B3CA). Again, similar patterns are
observed for EDC (Fig. 5b), but now more variance is associated
with C2 (41%). The results are similar, but the separation of the
carbohydrates on the one hand, and lignin and B4CA, on the
other hand, on C2, is more apparent, and the negative associations on C1 for the FAMEs are emphasized as well.
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Fig. 4 e PLS-R models for Py-GC-MS data and k values (a) and EDC (b). Symbol labels refer to compound list (Appendix A
Table S1). MCC, NCOMP, PS, PHEN and LIG represent methylene chain compounds, nitrogen-containing compounds,
polysaccharides, phenols and lignin products, respectively.
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Fig. 5 e PLS-R models for THM-GC-MS data and k values (a) and EDC (b). Symbol labels refer to compound list (Appendix A
Table S2). BCA represents benzene carboxylic acids.
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Thus, the C1 of the models account for high k and EDC for KX
and/or YY (strong interaction with Hg(II)) and negative values
for WZ (weak interaction with Hg(II)), whereas C2 accounts for
strong interaction, again, for YY (and WZ, KX, SB to a minor
extent) and low values for FL and TJ. These results further
suggest that higher EDCs and more rapid kinetics were related
to the greater electron donation components, such as lignin.

2.4.
Implications of DOM molecular information for its
reducing capacity
Studies have shown that DOM-Hg(II) interactions depend on
DOM quality (Ravichandran, 2004; Skyllberg, 2008; Hsu-Kim
et al., 2013; Mazrui et al., 2016; Bravo et al., 2017; Jiang et al.,
2017b). Research also documented that the biogeochemical
reactivity of DOM is related to its aromaticity, as defined by
indicators such as optical SUVA254, which is widely used as a
proxy for NOM aromaticity (McKnight et al., 1992; Chin et al.,
1997; Westerhoff et al., 1999; Weishaar et al., 2003). In the
present study, the link between SUVA254 and Hg(II) reduction
parameters EDC (p ¼ 0.65) and k (p ¼ 0.06) are not significant,
especially in the case of YY, which showed high k value values
but low SUVA254. This may be explained by the interference of
inorganic components in soil DOM, although purification had
been conducted. However, the Py-GC-MS and THM-GC-MS
data still allow us to shine some light on the role of ligninderived aromatic DOM constituents that might be involved
preferentially in Hg(II) reduction. This is not surprising,
because aromatic indicators (e.g., SUVA254) only reflect an
overall average and also easily are influenced by inorganic
components (Weishaar et al., 2003; Xiao et al., 2013; Poulin
et al., 2014).
It is worth noting that the relation between DOM reactivity
and aromaticity has been reported mostly for DOM in aquatic
environments, in contrast to the terrestrial NOM, which often
showed decoupling between SUVA254 and DOM reactivity
(Aeschbacher et al., 2012; Sharpless et al., 2014; Lv et al., 2018;
Jiang et al., 2018). In soil systems, sorptive interactions of aromatic DOM and reactive minerals (e.g., Fe/Al oxides) (Lv et al.,
2016, 2018) may mitigate the reactivity of aromatic DOM. This
may also occur to some extent in the soil DOM studied here.
Nevertheless, lignin seems to show preferential reactivity.
Several other studies showed that lignin, which is considered to be an important precursor for terrestrial DOM in
aquatic environments, has very high EDC (Aeschbacher et al.,
2012; Sharpless et al., 2014). From the above analysis, it can be
estimated that lignin-derived and perhaps pyrogenic DOM are
the aromatic constituents that predominantly influence the
reducing capacities of DOM, which is supported by other
studies that reported lignin as the most important contributor
to the reducing capacities of DOM (Aeschbacher et al., 2012;
Macalady and Walton-Day, 2011). However, we observed
that aromatic DOM from microbial origins, such as microbialderived phenols (e.g., 1,2-dimethoxybenzeneacetic acid
methyl ester; Jiang et al., 2017a) and some condensed tannin
moieties, showed weak correlations with Hg reduction.
Generally, phenolic moieties formed from higher plant precursors such as lignin and tannins have been suggested to be
major electron-donating moieties (Aeschbacher et al., 2010,
2012; Helburn and Maccarthy, 1994; Lv et al., 2018;

Matthiessen, 1994; Peretyazhko and Sposito, 2006; Struyk
and Sposito, 2001). Aeschbacher et al. (2012) reported that in
humic acids, phenolic rather than quinone moieties influence
EDCs. Furthermore, Lv et al. (2018) reported a strong linear
correlation between EDCs and the total phenolic content,
which confirmed that phenols contributed to the EDCs of
NOM, which was further supported by an FT-ICR-MS analysis
unveiling the molecular-dependent reducing properties of
DOM (Lv et al., 2018). More studies are needed to study the
relation between the polyphenol chemistry of DOM and its
environmental implications; for example, Hg(II) reduction.
Apart from polyphenolic DOM, several other DOM constituents, of which the identification of their main source(s) is
difficult, appear to be associated with EDCs and kinetic rates.
For both pyrolysis methods, polysaccharides and protein are
partially associated with high Hg(II) reduction rates. Even
though there may be indirect correlations, complexation reactions may be involved. For THM-GC-MS, which has a poor
response for polymeric polysaccharides such as cellulose, this
may indicate the preferential influence of low-molecularweight carbohydrates. This suggests that the plant-derived
structural polysaccharides might not be a key factor
involved in Hg(II) reduction. The positive association of the Nrich sources is particularly strong for products of chitin
(acetamidofurans) and protein (indoles), suggesting that the
abundance of microbial DOM, and especially fungi-derived
DOM, also has a positive influence on the intensity of Hg(II)DOM interactions for further reduction. This could also
explain why DOM with dominant microbial fingerprints can
still have significant reducing capacities, such as in some wellknown microbial-dominated pond environments in
Antarctica (i.e., Pony Lake) (Aeschbacher et al., 2012), waste
landfills (Yuan et al., 2018) and composts (He et al., 2019; Xiao
et al., 2019). On the other hand, the relation between microbial
DOM (from algal blooms) and MeHg formation was identified
by Bravo et al. (2017) using Py-GC-MS, which indicates that
autochthonous DOM could enhance the methylation of Hg.
However, the lower EDCs in autochthonous soil DOM
observed in this study may have fewer influences on the Hg
re-emission resulting from reduction processes in soils, as
compared to the allochthonous soil DOM.
Theoretically, the structure-specific kinetics of abiotic,
dark reduction of Hg(II) complexed by O/N and S functional
groups in NOM is time-dependent structural rearrangement
(Jiang et al., 2015). This study identified the specific DOM
molecular components corresponding to its EDCs for Hg(II)
reduction, which could be helpful for further studies on the
relationships between DOM properties, especially DOM origins, and their redox roles in the environmental fate of contaminants. Importantly, the influences of the molecular
characteristics of soil DOM on Hg reduction might also provide
clues on the Hg biogeochemical cycle, especially atmospheresoil surface exchange (Zhu et al., 2016).

3.

Conclusions
(1) The average kinetic rates of TGR soil DOM for Hg(II)
reduction were (0.004 ± 0.001) hr1 ((0.012 ± 0.004) hr1
for k1 and (0.003 ± 0.002) hr1 for k2, respectively), which
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is in the same order of magnitude as Hg complexation in
the form RSHgOR. The average EDCs were (2.88 ± 1.39)
nmol e/mg DOMbulk.
(2) PLS-R results suggest that higher EDCs and more rapid
kinetics were related to the greater electron donation
components of lignin-derived and perhaps pyrogenic
DOM, which are the aromatic constituents that predominantly influence the reducing capacities of DOM.
(3) The aromaticity provided by lignin-derived soil DOM is
an important feature of DOM quality and its relation to
mercury reduction.
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